Voices of our Science students
Level
What do you like about Lewin?
What do you like about your teacher?
What do you not like about Lewin?
P6
Lewin is so nice
Friendly, considerate
Friends are a bit rude
P6
There is free aircon
The explanations are clear
The aircon is too cold
P6
There is aircon
Good drawing
The aircon is too cold
P6
There is science experiments
He is funny, cracks jokes
More work to do
P6
That it has improved my results
He is quite patient
Nothing
P6
I like my teachers and friends
Very kind and helpful
Nothing
P6
Everything is awesome
Everything about him is good
Nothing
P6
There are many experiments
He explains clearly to us
Questions are a little difficult
P6
I like the keywords paper they give us near exams
My teacher is very kind and explains certain concepts
Nothing
P6
Lewin provides a wide variety of topics for us.
My teacher explains clearly and makes sure we understand conceptsSometimes the questions are too difficult
P6
There are experiments.
He gives us real life experiences to justify the science facts
Nothing
P6
It is nice and teachers are understanding
He sometimes makes jokes and make the lessons interesting
It is hard to get there when it rains
P5
I like experiments. Lewin helps us understand better
She shows us videos and try to make us understand
Nothing
P5
Teachers are kind and they help me to improve a lot
I enjoy her teaching, she is also nice, funny and kind
Some questions are too difficult
P5
Lewin teaches us a lot of things that the school doesn’t
She is good at elaborating
Nothing
P5
It is fun, interesting, nice and have experiments
She is beautiful, polite and patient
Nothing
P5
Lewin is a very good. I learnt a lot. I like their teaching
They have a lot of patience with the students.
Nothing
P5
The lessons are good and my grades are getting better
She is kind and gentle
Nothing
P5
It is big and easy to remember the class I am in
He is funny
Nothing
P5
Science experiments
He is very funny
Nothing
P5
It is fun and interesting
She is patient, polite and beautiful
Nothing
P5
They let us do experiments
He is funny and very knowledgable
Nothing
P5
The interactive experiments that I am faced with
I like the humour and the logic in his lessons
Nothing
P5
The receptionists are very kind and patient.
I like that they are funny
The timings are changing every year
P5
The knowledge we get to absorb
Kind, speaks clearly
Nothing
P5
The experiments
They are kind and caring
The worksheets
P5
We get to walk barefooted in class
She is kind
Nothing
P4
There are experiments
Very kind
Nothing
P4
There are experiments for science
Sense of humour
There are some annoying classmates
P4
They will help us improve our subjects
I can improve on my subject with her help
The teacher is strict
P4
Doing experiments and learning new topics
She is kind and improves my science
Nothing
P4
The teachers are kind
The teacher is good
Nothing
P4
I love the experiment in science
I like her because she gives us stickers
Exam coaching
P3
They teach new words and phrases
Teaches us very well
Nothing
P3
It is interesting and fun to learn
She is really kind
Nothing
P3
Have aircon
She is very funny
Nothing
P3
It usually let us have experiments
She is kind and smart
Nothing
P3
It is very impressive
Even though they are strict, they want us to be good
Nothing
P3
It is clean and the teachers teach us well
She is very kind and fun
I need to travel a long distance to get here
P3
When we have experiments
She is very nice and explains to us when we don’t know
Rude classmates
P2
It is fun
She always does funny things
Nothing
P2
It is fun
She is nice
Nothing

